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ABSTRACT 

Failure-dependent testing implies a test of a redundant components (or trains) when failure of one 
component has been detected. The purpose of such testing is to detect any common cause failures (CCFs) 
of multiple components so that a corrective action such as repair or plant shutdown can be taken to reduce 
the residence time of multiple failures, given a failure has been detected. This type of testing focuses 
on reducing the conditional risk of'CCFs. Formulas for calculating the conditional failure probability of 
a two train system with different test, repair and shutdown strategies are developed. A methodology is 
presented with an example calculation showing the risk-effectiveness of failure-dependent strategies for 
emergency diesel generators (EDGs) in nuclear power plants (NPPs). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The paper analyzes failure-dependent testing rules for the redundant components (trains) as a 
defense against common cause failures (CCFs). The failure-dependent testing implies a test of a redundant 
component when failure of one component has been detected. The idea here is to detect any CCF of 
multiple components so that a corrective action can be taken to reduce the residence time of multiple 
failures, given a failure has been detected. Here the focus is on reducing the conditional risk of CCFs, 
while its impact on average risk can be minimal. This type of testing can be an important aspect of the 
overall defense against CCFs'. 

The risk-advantage of a failure-dependent testing is that a CCF will be identified, if present, and 
action will be taken to reduce the exposure to the CCF. The disadvantage is associated with the additional 
risk due to the unavailability, for the duration of the test of the redundant component being tested or a test 
caused failure of the redundant component. If CCF is not present, then the risk due to unavailability of 
both of the components for the test duration is incurred. To analyze the applicability of failure-dependent 
testing, we first analyzed the effectiveness of the extra test. For it to be risk-effective, the conditional 
risk, which is to be detected and avoided, must be greater than the risk to be incurred due to the extra 
test. Then, we analyze two alternatives following identification of a CCF, given a failure-dependent test 
has been performed: 

0 Immediate shutdown of the plant, which is associated with the risk of shutting the plant down with 
a CCF present; 

0 Emergency repair of at least one train in a given time (less than the allowed outage time (AOT) 
for the failure of a single train) and then shutdown if none of the components is restored during 

~ L this allotted period. 
-, 
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Failure-dependent testing currently is not required in the technical specifications (TS) for NPPs. The 
approach studied here can be used to analyze specific cases where this type of testing may be considered. 
An example of such an analysis is presented, where failure-dependent test strategies were evaluated for 
two redundant EDGs. 

11. MODELLING OF THE FAILUREDEPENDENT RULES 

Failure-dependent rule (FDR) is a characteristic defining dynamics of a system. Usually, average 
(over time) characteristics: average unavailability, average core-damage frequency (CDF) are considered 
in PRA analysis. Average characteristics are calculated by preaveraging time dependant variables, and 
instead of time dependent unavailabilities of components, their average values are used. For example, 
with preaveraging approach average unavailability of the two train system is estimated approximately as 
the square of average unavailability of each train. This simplified approach allows the solution of high 
dimension problems with a large amount of components. More accurate estimates can be obtained with 
“FRANTIC” type models2* where integration is performed numerically without preaveraging, but this 
involves a lot of computational efforts. Numerical integration can be avoided for redundant trains since it 
is possible to perform integration analytically and obtain polynomial formulas for average unavailability. 
Vaurio4 presents such formulas for redundant trains. The FDR essentially reduces the residence time for 
multiple failures, under condition that failure was found. Since, usually, probability of failure is a very 
small value, FDR does not influence significantly on the average unavailability of two train system4. The 
FDR is designed to reduce the residence time of multiple failures under condition that failure was found, 
therefore this rule should be investigated under this condition. Here, we follow the modelling approach 
presented in paper5. The unavailability of two train system is calculated with unavailabilities of each train, 
therefore, we start the analysis presenting unavailability function for one train (or component). Further, 
we use the words train and component interchangeably, since a train is treated as a supercomponent 
which may consist of many components. 

A. Time Dependent UnavailabiIity of One Train 

At first let us present time dependent unavailability function for one train. Further, we use this 
function for calculation of the time dependent unavailability for two train system. Denote: X is the 
failure rate of one train; T is test interval; t9 is test duration; p is fraction of 8 that train is down during a 
test, or test override unavailability; r is maximal allowed repair time of the train; h is time independent 
part (effect of human error, unavailability on demand, design/installation unavailability and other time 
independent contributors); y = A(T - 6 )  + h is unavailability just after the test. 

We suppose that train at time t can be in one of the following four states: (1)standby state (train is 
available); (2)failure state (state with a latent failure); (3)tesi (or maintenance) state ; (4)repair state. 

Time dependent behaviour of one train can be presented as a Markov chain with four states, see for 
examples. The random changes of states can be described by a system of ordinary differential equations 
with time independent failure rate X and time dependent repair rate which equals (4 + 8 + r)-I . Repair 
rate tends to infinity in the end of allowed repair interval r . With this assumptions unavailability for one 
period can be presented with the function (see Fig. 1) 

if O < t < 8 ,  

if e + r < t < T .  
< ( ~ , o , p , y , r , h , ~ , t )  = if 8 < t < t 9 + r ,  

B. Staggered Testing: Failure Dependent Rules 

In case of staggered testing it is possible to apply FDR: whenever component is found failed the other 
component is also tested to make sure that common cause failures are detected and repaired. The second 
component can be tested just after the test of the first one or after the repair of the first component. In 
this section we consider conditional unavailability of two train system under condition that failure was 
found in one train. Average conditional unavailability is calculated over the time period T/2 after the 
failure was found. We compare three cases: (1) Unavailability without extra tests; (2) Unavailability 
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Figure 1: The function <(T, 0 , p ,  y, r,  h, A,  t )  . 

with an extra test of second train just after the testing of first one if the failure was found (this failure 
dependent rule is denoted by FDRAT); (3) Unavailability with an extra test of the second train after the 
repair of the first one (denoted by FDRAR). 

Time independent part of the unavailability is included in the developed model. This part is split 
with common cause coefficient on two parts: failure independent part and common cause part. Here, we 
used modified beta factor model (see, systematic description of the common cause models in reference6). 
Failure rate type models6 (basic parameter, beta factor, multiple greek letters, alpha factor, binomial 
failure rate) do not include directly the demand related (time independent) portion of unavailability, 
which is treated, for historical reasons, independently with human error considerations. If to include, 
for example, the time independent portion in failure rate parameter A it will lead to overestimation of 
benefits related with shortening of test and repair intervals. 

There are two common cause coefficients in the model. The first coefficient px splits the failure rate 
on failure independent and common cause part and the second p h  coefficient splits time independent 
part of unavailability. 

Denote: A is the total failure rate; XI is failure independent part of the failure rate; AC is common 
cause part of the failure rate; PA is common cause coefficient for the failure rate, i.e., XI = (1  - px)A and 
Xc = PAX ; h is time independent part of unavailability including both common cause and independent 
failures (effect of human error, unavailability on demand, design/installation faults); hI  is failure inde- 
pendent part of h; hc is common cause part of h; p h  is common cause coefficient for the time independent 
part, i.e., hl = (1 - Ph)h and h c  = P h h  ; y~ is unavailability after the test for the failure independent 
part; 7c is unavailability during and after the test for the common cause part. 

We considered a two train redundant system, but there are not any limitations for similar analysis 
for multitrain systems. Standard mathematical packages can handle analytic integration for trains with 
high redundancy (for example, package ” MATHEMATICA”). 

1. Conditional Unavailability Without Extra Test 

Let us denote by Pc0-d the conditional probability of failure of the second train subject to failure of 
the first one (which was recognized after the testing of the first train). Unconditional failure probability 
of the first train in the end of period T equals C(T,O,p,y ,r ,  h ,  A,T) = A(T - 0) + h , where A = 
AI + XC , h = hI + hc . During the time T / 2  which past after the previous test of the second train it is 
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Figure 2: Conditional unavailability without FDR: independent and common cause parts. 
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accumulated the following common cause failure probability 3% = Xc(T/2 - 8) + hc . Therefore, 

Under condition that 0 << T , hc << hI and Xc << XI, we have P c m d  = (XcT/2 + hc)/(XrT + hr)  . 
Denote by pCmd( t )  conditional time dependent unavailability of the two train system on interval T/2,  
under condition that failure was identified during the testing of the first train. We consider that func- 
tion pcond( t )  for the two train system as a function of time can be approximately split on failure in- 
dependent p imd( t )  and dependent part pgmd(t) , therefore pcond(t)  = p;”’’d(t) + ~ & “ ~ ( t )  . Inde- 
pendent part ~ ; “ ~ ( t )  is the product of failure independent unavailability functions for the first and 
the second train. Independent unavailability function for the first train is presented by the function 
(‘(T,O,p, l - / ? c m d , r , h ~ , X ~ , t ) ,  see Fig. 2 .  We took into account that in the beginning of the time 
interval T/2  conditional failure independent part of unavailability equals 1 - , & a d .  For the second 
train we have to include in the time independent part unrepaired common cause unavailability &nd. 

Therefore, conditional unavailability of the second train over the same time period (see Fig. 2 )  equals 
C(T, 8,  p,  71, r, hr + Pcond ,  X I ,  t + T/2)  , where 71 = Ar(T - 0) + hr . Thus, 

Common cause part p z n d ( t )  also can be presented with function C . This part can be treated as an un- 
availability of one train with proper parameters. We consider that common cause unavailability from the 
previous time period was summed up with failure independent Unavailability for the second component. 
For the current period common cause unavailability during the testing of the first component equals 
zero. Just after the testing of the first component it equals hc and further it increases with common 
cause failure rate XC , therefore (see Fig. 2 )  p F n d ( t )  = f,(T/2,8,0, hc ,  r, hc ,  XC, t )  . Average conditional 
unavailability without FDR over interval T/2 can be presented in polynomial form with respect to T. 

2. Dominant Risk Terms 

Under condition that failure is identified the first train is completely unavailable and conditional 
unavailability will go down few orders of magnitude after repair of the first train. Therefore, main 
part of the risk is associated with the repair interval after identification of failure and proportional to 
the allowed repair time. Under condition that first train of the two train system is unavailable the 
unavailability of the system equals unavailability of the second train. The first train is required to 
be repaired during time r ,  and average repair time is r/2 with our modelling approach. During the 
allowed repair interval, unavailability of the second train approximately equals h~ + XrT/2 + P c m d ,  see 
Fig. 2 .  Therefore, conditional core damage probability can be evaluated as product of average repair 
time, conditional unavailability and conditional full power core damage frequency (CDF) under condition 
that the system failed. Thus, risk can be estimated as 

Failure Dependent Rule FDRAT. The failure dependent rule FDRAT detects risk R c o n d  and causes 
additional risks related to the test of the second train. With failure dependent rule FDRAT, the test of 
the second train is performed when the first train is unavailable. Average risk contribution Rtest of the 
test equals product of test duration 8 ,  test override unavailability p , and conditional full power CDF 
under condition that the system is unavailable, i.e., 

Risk Effectiveness of Failure Dependent Rule FDRAT. The ratio of detected risk R c m d  and risk 
R t e s t  caused by the test can be considered as a risk-effectiveness of the test and is denoted by cy 
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Therefore: a 5 1 : risk-ineffective test. If the test is risk-ineffective it is 
not worth to perform the test since test causes at least the same risk as potential risk savings. 

Risk reduction with failure dependent rule FDRAT. Suppose now that test of the second train is 
risk-effective, Le., a > 1 . In this case the test can cause some savings of the risk if after revealing of a 
failure of the second train one of the following actions would be performed: (1) Immediate shutdown of 
the plant after revealing of failures of both trains; (2) Emergency repair of at least one train during the 
time re, which is less than allowed repair time r , and shutdown if none of the component was restored 
during the time rem. 

We consider risks for these two possible actions. Shutdown of the plant and repair of the components 
with unavailable two train system causes additional conditional risk which we denote by Rad, Test of the 
second train was performed under condition that failure of the first train was identified. Shutdown will 
be performed only if failure of the second train is found. Therefore, risk R a d  related to shutdown and 
following repair is calculated as product of conditional probability that failure of the second train will be 
found (under condition that first train has failed) and combined risk of shutdown with following repair 
of two train system 

a > 1 : risk-effective test; , 

(3) 

(4) 

tO,LtF r y . t c m  
R s d  = (hl + AIT/2 + Pcond) ( R ~ d ( . ~ ~ ~ % : ~ ~ , % t )  + %epair(w,tn .kr idawtr  pi..:)) * 

Risk reduction with immediate shutdown, which is denoted by R,, can be estimated as 

Rim = Rcond - &est - R J d  1 

where Reond and Rtest are specified by equations (1) and (2). 
Suppose now that after revealing of the failures of both trains at least one train can be repaired 

during time rem with probability pem . If at least one of the diesels is not repaired during the time rem , 
then plant will be shutdown with probability 1 - pem and diesels will be repaired with shutdown plant. 
Possible reduction of the risk with emergency repair, which is denoted by Rem , equals 

The first term in the last formula is the fraction of the risk Rcond related with reduction of repair time 
multiplied by probability of repair during time rem.  The second term is risk of shutdown multiplied by 
the probability of shutdown. Third term is the risk caused by the test. 

Failure Dependent Rule FDRAR. Extra testing rule FDRAR does not identify major risk contribu- 
tion since test of the second train is performed after repair of the first train. If the first train is available, 
then checking of the second train does not improve considerably total unavailability of the system. Still 
if test override unavailability p is close to zero and test does not impose additional risks it is reasonable 
to perform the test to find out possible common cause failure. 

111. EXAMPLE: FAILUREDEPENDENT RULES FOR EMERGENCY DIESELS 

Here, we explain the failure dependent rule described in previous section with a two train system 
consisting of two redundant EDGs. Full power core damage frequency data with out of service two EDGs 
are taken from “Risk Assessment of Diesel Generator Maintenance at M~nticello”~. This paper provides 
also data for risks associated with manual shutdown and repairs of the diesels with the Monticello plant 
shutdown. We used the following set of parameters for EDGs: /3~ = [O.Ol - 0.13 is common cause 
coefficient for the failure rate; T = 720 (hrs) is test interval; Ph = 3 x is common cause coefficient 
for the time independent part of unavailability; X = 4 x is 
total time independent part of unavailability; p = 1.0 is fraction of 8 that component is down during a 
test, or test override unavailability; 8 = 0.5 (hrs) is test duration; r = [12 - 3361 (hrs) is allowed repair 
time; rem = 24 (hrs) is emergency allowed repair time when two diesels are unavailable; pem = 0.75 is 
probability to complete an emergency repair of at least one diesel during the allowed time r e , .  

Core damage frequency of the Monticello plant with unavailable two diesels is presented below in 
Table 1. The data presented correspond to that in reference7. We included additionally the last column 
estimating the core damage frequency at-shutdown (days 8-14) with unavailable two diesels. It was 
supposed that core damage frequency at-shutdown during the second week is about five times lower than 
that during the first week. 

(hrs-’) is the failure rate; h = 
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Figure 3: Risk-effectiveness of the test as function of allowed repair time and failure rate common cause 
coefficient, cut at  the level 1 .  
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Figure 3: Risk-effectiveness of the test as function of allowed repair time and failure rate common cause 
coefficient, cut at  the level 1 .  

Table 1: CDF of the plant with unavailable two diesels under different conditions. 

Full Manual At-Shutdown At-Shutdown At-Shutdown 
Power (hrs- l )  Shutdown Day 1 (hrs-') Day 2-7 (hrs-') Day 8-14 (hrs-') 

1.04 x 2.20 x 9.17 x lo-' 4.58 x 10-7 9.17 x lo-& 

Further, we investigate applicability of failure dependent rule FDRAT, Le., it is considered that 
extra test of second diesel will be performed after the testing of first one if the failure was found. 

Risk Effectiveness of Failure Dependent Rule FDRAT. Risk-effectiveness of the test which is the 
ratio of detected risk Rcond and risk Rtes t  caused by the test is calculated. We plot risk-effectiveness as 
function of allowed repair time r and failure rate common cause coefficient . Three dimensional plot 
is presented on Fig. 3 which shows that risk-effectiveness is sensitive to common cause coefficient and 
less sensitive to allowed repair time. To visualize the area of parameters where risk-effectiveness is more 
than 1 we cut this graph at the value 1. The figure shows that if, for example then test is 
risk-ineffective for allowed repair times less than two weeks. Test can be risk-effective only if common 
cause coefficient for considered allowed repair times (less than 2 weeks). For 
example, test is risk-effective if allowed repair time is greater than 2 days and common cause coefficient 

With the considered set of parameters test duration 8 equals only half 
o@pn hour. Still the test of the second diesel causes the same risk as the repair of the first diesel with 
the allowed repair time 2 weeks with common cause coefficient 2 x In this case, first diesel will 
be unavailable in average 1 week. This can be explained as follows. If the first diesel is unavailable, 
then still the second diesel is available with high probability and risk of repair is proportional to allowed 
repair time, During the test of the second diesel both diesels are unavailable and this creates a high risk 
but for a relatively short time (0.5 hrs). Therefore, risk of a short test can be comparable with risk of a 
relatively long repair. 

Risk reduction with the failure dependent rule FDRAT. Suppose that test is risk-effective and it 
was decided to perform the extra test in case of the failure of one diesel (for example, first diesel failed 
and second is additionally tested). Risk reduction Rim with immediate shutdown can be estimated with 
equation (4), where conditional core damage probability Rcond, risk related with test Rtest  and risk 
related with shutdown and repair of the diesels R s d ,  are defined respectively by equations (I), (2) and 
(3). The values Rcond and Rtest are calculated straightforwardly with the specified equations. The value 
Rsd is a product of conditional probability that failure of the second diesel will be found (under condition 
that first diesel has failed) and of combined conditional risk of shutdown with following repair of two 
diesels. Combined conditional risk of shutdown with following repair of two diesels is noted 

= 

is greater than 2 x 

is greater than 3 x 
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Figure 4: Combined risk of shutdown with the following repair of two diesels as function of average repair 
time. 

and is calculated using data presented in Table 1. Combined conditional risk is presented graphically in 
Fig. 4 as function of average repair time (it is considered that average repair time is one half of allowed 
repair time r ) .  This risk linearly increases with different rates at the first day, at  2-7 days and at 8-14 
days with plant shutdown. 

Risk reduction l&m with immediate shutdown as function of allowed repair time r and common 
cause coefficient PA is calculated. Maximal risk reduction in the specified range of parameters equals 
4 x = 0.1 and allowed repair time equals 2 weeks (i.e.l 
average repair time is 1 week) .  Risk reduction is positive for sufficiently long repair times and large 
common cause coefficients. This is the case because conditional risk Rcond (under condition that failure 
of the first diesel is found), monotonically increases as function of repair time and unavailability of the 
second diesel. Unavailability of the second diesel in turn monotonically increases as function of common 
cause coefficient. To visualize the area of parameters with positive risk reduction we cut the graph of 
the function l&m at the zero value (see Fig. 5) .  This graph shows that risk reduction am is positive if 
allowed repair time is larger than 1 w e e k ,  i.e., average repair time is larger than 3-4 days. The threshold 
vaIue of repair interval which changes the sign of risk reduction R+, depends on the common cause 
coefficient and other parameters. For example if PA = 0.1 then threshold value for allowed repair time is 
about 6 days.  It means that if in an average it is expected that the first diesel can be repaired during 3-4 
days it is reasonable just to repair this diesel generator even without extra testing of the second diesel. 
Than second diesel also can be tested, if there is believe that probability of common cause failure is large. 
This failure dependent rule, which is called FDRAR does not lead to high risks, because one diesel is 
tested and is available with high probability. We mean that the risk of testing is not as high as testing of 
the second diesel with failed first one (failure dependent rule FDRAT). But this failure dependent rule 
FDRAR can not reveal major risk related with two unavailable diesels. 

Now we consider another alternative and suppose that after revealing of the failures of both diesels 
at least one diesel can be repaired during the time rem with probability pem . Otherwise, in the end of the 
time interval rem the plant will be shutdown and diesels will be repaired with shutdown plant. Possible 
reduction of the risk with emergency repair, which is denoted by Rem, is calculated with formula (5). 
To make results of calculations comparable with previous case we vary common cause coefficient PA and 
vary allowed repair time r (i.e.l it is considered that without emergency requirements one of the diesels 
will be in average restored during the time r / 2 ) .  Maximal risk savings Rem in the specified range of 
parameters equals 5 x 
average repair time is 1 week) .  This maximal saving is larger the maximal risk saving &m = 4 x 
with immediate shutdown. Though, it is reasonable to allow personal to try to repair one of diesels if a 

when common cause coefficient equals 

with common cause coefficient = 0.1 and allowed repair time 2 weeks 
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Figure 5: Risk reduction &,,, with immediate shutdown as function of allowed repair time r and common 
cause coefficient P A ,  cut at  zero value. 

repair can be completed during a short time (in the considered case 1 day)  with high probability (in the 
considered case 0.75). Area of parameters with positive risk savings Rem is presented on Fig. 6. The 
graph demonstrates that if allowed repair time is longer than 4-6 days it is reasonable to apply failure 
dependent rule and try to repair diesels without shutdown during a short time rem if both diesels are 
unavailable. With specified parameters this strategy is more risk advantages than immediate shutdown 
after revealing failures of both diesels. 

Numerical calculations for this example are data dependent, nevertheless, there are some general 
tendencies which can be summarized as follows: 

- it is reasonable to perform the test only if it is risk-effective. Test is risk-effective if allowed repair 
time and common cause coefficients are large enough. For example, if allowed repair time is greater 
than two days andxommon cause coefficient Risk-effectiveness is reverse 
proportional to the test duration B and is sensitive to this parameter; 

is greater than 3 x 

- failure dependent rule FDRAT can save significant risk under the condition that failure of the 
safety significant redundant equipment was found. In the considered case it is about 4 x 
depending upon the repair strategy; 

- 5 x 

- it is reasonable from risk point of view to shutdown plant with two unavailable diesels only if none 
of them can be restored during a short time. With performed calculations this repair time (with two 
unavailable diesels) can be in average 1-3 days depending upon shutdown and repair strategy; 

- with two unavailable diesels, strategy which allows personal to try to repair at  least one diesel (Le., 
some short emergency repair time is allowed which in considered case equals 1 day)  is less riskier then 
immediate shutdown strategy under condition that probability of completing the repair is large enough 
(in considered case 0.75). 

IV. SUMMARY 

Analytic formulas to evaluate failure-dependent testing, repair and shutdown rules for two train 
systems with staggered testing are developed. Failure-dependent testing, i.e., testing of a redundant 
component when a failure in &e component is detected, has benefits in detecting CCFs and assuring 
that corrective measures are taken. Such testing reduces the conditional risk of a CCF once a failure has 
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Figure 6: Risk reduction Re, with repair after identification of failures of both diesels as function of 
allowed repair time r and common cause coefficient PA, cut at  zero value. 

been identified. Specific insights obtained from our analysis using emergency diesel generators are the 
following: failure-dependent testing is applicable for selective cases when the AOT and CCF parameters 
are large. However, the unavailability due to a relatively small test duration (half an hour to an hour) can 
negate the advantage of failure-dependent testing. Additionally, when a CCF is identified, an emergency 
repair of one of the components in a short time (e.g., less than a day) may be preferable to shutting 
the plant down. Using a failure-dependent test and completing an emergency repair of one of two failed 
diesels, when a CCF is found, can avert a significant conditional risk. 
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